xyzmo SIGNificant: Go Paperless with our E-Signature Suite of Solutions!
Capture your handwritten signature (forensically identifiably) on signature pads, terminals, iPad or Android
devices, and embed it safely in PDF documents.
Add a digital signature to seal signed documents, marking them as originals and protecting them against
undetectable edits once the document is signed.

Compare/verify a handwritten signature against a pre-enrolled dynamic profile in real time, e.g. to
authenticate a user against an HSM storing his/her digital certificate.
One-Time-Password (OTP) authentication for web-based e-transactions using different channels such as
SMS, email, external audit trail, etc.

Process guidance and automation – control all steps in the signing process of contracts, including positioning
signature fields, filling out forms, adding annotations, accessing scanners, adding attachments, and much
more.

Benefits:
 Paperless contract execution to save front/back
office costs in labor, printing, scanning, faxing,
mailing of paper originals and long-term storage
 Avoid lost documents and missing signatures
 Increase revenue by having more time available for
up-/cross-selling and close deals faster
 Socially accepted – handwritten e-signatures
require no changes in customers’ habits
Unique Selling Propositions:
 End-to-end security of biometric handwritten
signature data
 Self-learning and proven signature verification in
real time
 Robust server platform providing high security and
easy server-side integration
 Wide product range, from SDK to Client-to-Server
solutions tailored to the customer’s needs
 Signature capturing hardware independence –
change signature pads without changing software
or run mixed device environments (eg PC/Pad/
Tablet) online and offline

Use Cases & Products:
 Desktop-based e-Signing
 SIGNificant Client on Windows desktop/laptop
computers and Tablet PCs
 SIGNificant SDK in Java, .NET/C++
 Web-based e-Signing (Browser)
 SIGNificant Server with Web Signing Interface
 Mobile e-Signing on iPad and Android
 SIGNificant Server with iPad/Android native app or
SDK
 Signature Verification/Authentication
 SIGNificant Biometric Server

Selected References:
Among the top companies that rely on xyzmo SIGNificant’s electronic signature platform are: Intesa Sanpaolo Bank, Bred
Banque, Tatra Banka, Generali, Trigalv, Metlife, Merkur Insurances, T-Mobile USA & NL, Vodafone NL, KPN NL, The Phone
House NL & SE, Wind & Cosmote Greece, BelCompany, and many others.
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